Surgical Management of Liver Metastases from Colorectal Carcinoma
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Abstract

Colorectal carcinoma continues to be a leading cause in cancer-related mortality with more than 130,000 new cases diagnosed annually in the United States. About 50% of patients will develop colorectal cancer liver metastasis (CRLM). Liver resection continues to be the mainstay therapy in the management of CRLM and is associated with 25 to 60% 5-year survival. Alternative nonsurgical therapies offer modest survival when CRLM is unresectable. Herein, we provide an overview of key aspects of surgical approaches to the treatment of CRLM.
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Colorectal carcinoma (CRC) represents a leading cause of cancer-related mortality with more than 130,000 new cases diagnosed annually in the United States.¹,² Worldwide, CRC is the most common gastrointestinal malignancy affecting nearly 1 million people each year.³

The liver is the most frequent site of metastases and approximately 50% of the patients will experience this complication.⁴,⁵ While about a third of patients will develop synchronous CRC liver metastasis (CRLM), 25 to 50% of patients will develop metachronous disease within 3 years after resection of the primary tumor.⁶

Liver resection continues to be the mainstay therapy in the management of CRLM, allowing 25 to 60% 5-year survival. However, only about a third of patients are amenable to resection at the time of diagnosis and long-term survival in the setting of unresectable CRLM is dismal (10% at 5 years).⁴

Efforts to refine and expand surgical intervention along with evolution of modern systemic therapies are expected to improve further patient survival. Herein, we describe and discuss current surgical techniques and strategies to approach the patient with CRLM, including two-stage hepatectomy, associating liver partition and portal vein ligation for staged hepatectomy (ALPPS), parenchyma-sparing hepatectomy, simultaneous versus staged resection of primary tumor and hepatectomy, colon-first versus liver-first approach for synchronous CRLM, best use of perioperative chemotherapy, use of hepatic artery chemotherapy infusion (HAI) pump, hepa-
tectomy in the setting of R1 resection, hepatectomy in the setting of extrahepatic disease (EHD), and liver transplantation (LT) for unresectable CRLM.

Definition of “Resectable CRLM” Future Liver Remnant

The main reason to deem CRLM unresectable is insufficient future liver remnant (FLR) volume.

In general, in patients with normal liver function and absence of portal hypertension, performing a resection preserving 20 to 30% of the whole liver volume is accepted as safe. However, in patients with underlying chronic liver disease or hepatotoxicity from prolonged systemic chemotherapy, FLR should be in the order of 30 to 40% to avoid complications from liver failure.²,⁵

When planning a major hepatectomy, presurgical liver volume assessment utilizing cross-sectional imaging is considered standard of care. If FLR is insufficient, contralateral portal vein embolization (PVE) will allow FLR hypertrophy in approximately 4 to 6 weeks.⁵

In addition to liver volume assessment, liver function can be addressed by assessing indocyanine green clearance. Indocyanine green is metabolized in the liver and excreted in the bile. Indocyanine green retention >15% after 15 minutes of intravenous administration reveals impaired liver function, and therefore large hepatectomy should be carefully considered or avoided.⁷
Surgical Resection

Ideally, the surgical approach to CRLM with curative intent aims to achieve R0 resection (negative surgical margins) while sparing sufficient liver remnant volume.

The definition of resectability in patients with CRLM has evolved over time. In the past, patients with more than four metastases, bilobar involvement, lesions larger than 5 cm, and the presence of extrahepatic disease were not considered surgical candidates. In the modern era, with advancement of surgical technique and postoperative care and superior systemic chemotherapy, liver resection can be attempted as long as functional 20 to 30% FLR is achieved. Furthermore, even if R0 resection is unlikely or if there is oligo-focal extrahepatic disease amenable to resection, surgery is still associated with survival benefit when compared with systemic chemotherapy only.

Two-Staged Hepatectomy

In the presence of bilobar disease with one lobe carrying most of the tumor burden, a staged hepatectomy is the standard surgical approach if CLRM cannot be cleared in one operation due to insufficient FLR.

Typically, the lobe with less disease is cleared by resection or resection and ablation to spare parenchyma during the first stage and this is followed by contralateral PVE or ligation to enhance hypertrophy of the treated lobe. Four to 6 weeks after the PVE, reassessment of the FLR is carried out through cross-sectional imaging and a second-stage resection of the lobe with the larger tumor bulk is performed (►Figs. 1–3).

The feasibility of performing a two-staged hepatectomy has been reported to be in the order of 60 to 70% and 5-year survival in the order of 40% which is similar to survival in patients undergoing a single-staged hepatectomy.

Associating Liver Partition and Portal Vein Ligation for Staged Hepatectomy

When PVE fails to achieve sufficient FLR hypertrophy, ALPPS can be considered as an advanced surgical technique to clear CRLM.

A first-stage intervention consists of clearing the small FLR by resection or ablation, and in situ parenchyma splitting to separate the cleared FLR from the rest of diseased liver. Simultaneously, the portal vein of the lobe affected with the large bulk of disease is ligated. A final staged hepatectomy follows in approximately 10 to 14 days after the initial operation to complete clearance of the disease.

The typical ALPPS procedure involves initial treatment of the left lateral segment with partition of parenchyma just to the right of the insertion of the falciform ligament with right PV ligation. This is followed by a second-stage extended right hepatectomy approximately 1 to 2 weeks after the first operation.

Estimated liver volume growth after PVE is in the order of 2% per week, while after ALPPS it is in the order of 10 to 20%. Therefore, successful rapid hypertrophy of FLR could be achieved with ALPPS in 1 to 2 weeks. The physiologic explanation for the rapid and enhanced liver growth is related to disruption of interlobar hepatic vascular connections in addition to PV ligation which re-routes inflow with growth factors exclusively to the FLR.
Although published data have reported over 90% feasibility of completion of the two-staged hepatectomy cycle in ALPPS procedures, and approximately 90% achievement of R0 resection, morbidity and mortality rates have been higher than associated with standard two-staged hepatectomy or single hepatectomy procedures.\textsuperscript{12}

A meta-analyses by Schadde et al\textsuperscript{12} revealed a high feasibility rate (97%), high R0 resection rate (91%), and comparable but higher morbidity (44%) and mortality (11%) compared with conventional two-stage hepatectomies. Recurrence-free survival (RFS) was also significantly lower in ALPPS patients. Careful patient selection should be carried out when attempting ALPPS, and should be considered when PVE fails or is unlikely to achieve sufficient FLR.

### Parenchyma-Sparing Hepatectomy: The Transparenchymal Approach

As opposed to hepatocellular carcinoma where anatomic liver resection has shown superior results compared with nonanatomic resection, wedge or nonanatomic liver resection for CRLM is sufficient as long as surgical margins are negative.\textsuperscript{3} Furthermore, although it has been reported that a negative surgical margin of at least 1 cm is associated with superior results, even in the presence of R1 resection survival is better compared with no resection.\textsuperscript{13} This allows for surgical strategies to spare parenchyma when deemed necessary. Although ablation of small metastases can be implemented to spare parenchyma and produce comparable results, resection should always be opted first, if possible. Such is the case of unifocal or oligo-focal CRLM <5 cm deeply located in the parenchyma. The transparenchymal approach entails marking the boundaries of the tumor with needles placed under ultrasound guidance. Meticulous transparenchymal dissection using the ultrasonic dissector allows to reach the deeply located metastases preserving liver volume (\textsuperscript{\textsc{Figs. 4–6}}). As CRLMs are likely to recur and repeat hepatectomy required, parenchyma preserving resection strategies such as the transparenchymal approach should be considered.

### Simultaneous versus Staged Resection for Synchronous CRLM

Synchronous liver metastases occur in approximately 25% of patients with CRC.\textsuperscript{8} In general, it is accepted that simultaneous resection of primary CRC and hepatectomy should be performed when liver resection is only minor.\textsuperscript{1} On the other hand, if a major hepatectomy is needed, simultaneous resection should be discouraged and instead a staged resection should be considered.\textsuperscript{1,2}

The rationale for this is twofold. In the presence of advanced liver disease, it is recommended to proceed with systemic chemotherapy after removal of the primary tumor to assess tumor biology and rule out progression of disease beyond the liver. Additionally, extensive hepatectomy performed simultaneously with colorectal surgery is associated with increased complications including sepsis and liver failure.\textsuperscript{14}

Some authors, however, have proposed the opposite. In a study by Abelson et al,\textsuperscript{1} simultaneous surgery was associated
with reduced health care utilization, reduced readmission rate, shorter hospital stay, and lower costs. In this study, a total of 1,088 patients underwent simultaneous resection for synchronous CRC and CRLM between 2005 and 2014. Twenty-nine percent of patients undergoing simultaneous resection received lower anterior resections and 4.4% received abdominopereineal resections versus 25 and 6% in the group undergoing staged resection. In regard to hepatectomy, 85% received partial hepatectomy and 14% received total lobectomy in the simultaneous resection group versus 69% partial hepatectomy and 31% total lobectomy in the staged resection group.

The traditional approach to synchronous CRLM is to treat the CRC first and after a course of systemic chemotherapy, proceed with hepatectomy. However, there are some authors who have proposed the liver-first approach. The underlying rationale is to prevent progression of advanced CRLM to unresectable stage which may occur while colorectal surgery is undertaken.

The liver-first approach comprises of preoperative chemotherapy followed by liver resection and subsequent resection of the primary tumor as a staged procedure. The liver-first approach was first reported in 2006, with 5-year overall survival (OS) of 40 to 50% and disease-free survival of 68 and 30% at 1 and 3 years, respectively.

A few studies evaluating outcomes of patients undergoing the liver-first approach reported morbidity in the range of 11 to 37% and postoperative mortality less than 4%. Three and 5-year OS rates were 41 to 79% and 31 to 39%, respectively, and disease recurrence rates were in the order of 25 to 70%.

In a study by De Rosa et al., comparing outcomes of patients who underwent liver-first approach, it was concluded that this strategy can be considered preferable for patients with early-stage rectal cancer and extensive liver disease.

### Colon-First versus Liver-First Approach for Synchronous CRLM

The EGOSLIM group (an international multidisciplinary group of experts in managing CRLM that convened to discuss synchronous metastases and their management) concluded that even though safe resection margins are still a goal of therapy, minimal surgical clearance margin of 1 mm can be considered sufficient. In addition to surgical technique, this underscores the importance of the underlying tumor biology impacting patient survival. In line with this, while R0 resection with wide margins is the preferred outcome, an anticipated R1 resection should not be considered a contraindication to resection.

### Best Use of Perioperative Chemotherapy

Neoadjuvant chemotherapy when performing liver resection for CRLM should be used cautiously. The larger number of chemotherapy lines and cycles correlates with increased liver toxicity and risk of tumor chemoresistance. This jeopardizes tolerance to hepatectomy and increases risk of postsurgical tumor recurrence decreasing altogether postsurgical survival.

Another caveat associated with presurgical chemotherapy especially in the setting of small CRLM is that disease can vanish (vanishing metastasis), and therefore can be difficult or not possible to be found during surgical exploration.

The incidence of disappearing liver metastases varies from 7 to 24%, and its management is challenging because complete radiologic response does not necessarily correlate with pathological response.

In line with this, Passot et al. evaluated the placement of fiducials in patients undergoing hepatic resection of CRLM. The indication was for metastases at risk of disappearing to aid in intraoperative localization during parenchymal-sparing hepatectomy. Fiducial markers were placed in metastases >20 mm in size and located >10 mm deep in the liver parenchyma. No local recurrences were observed in sites treated after fiducial placement.

To avoid vanishing metastases, the length of neoadjuvant chemotherapy should be determined based on tumor response (assessment of tumor biology) and to the point when disease becomes downstaged to resectable, not to the point of complete radiologic response.

### Significance of Surgical Margin in CRLM

A positive surgical margin increases the risk of local recurrence and compromises long-term survival. Sadot et al. evaluated 2,368 patients undergoing hepatic resection for CRLM, noticing that increasing margin width was associated with improved survival (5-year OS: 46 and 48% for patients undergoing R0 resection with 1–9 mm margins and 10 mm or greater margins, respectively; compared with 24 and 26% for patients undergoing R1 resection and R0 resection with submillimeter margins, respectively).

The EGO-SLIM group (an international multidisciplinary group of experts in managing CRLM that convened to discuss synchronous metastases and their management) concluded that even though safe resection margins are still a goal of therapy, minimal surgical clearance margin of 1 mm can be considered sufficient. In addition to surgical technique, this underscores the importance of the underlying tumor biology impacting patient survival. In line with this, while R0 resection with wide margins is the preferred outcome, an anticipated R1 resection should not be considered a contraindication to resection.

### Hepatic Arterial Chemotherapy Infusion

Directed chemo infusion to the liver through a surgically implantable pump is an adjunct therapy option that can convert unresectable to resectable disease, can deliver superior local
tumor control, can prevent disease recurrence, and can improve patient survival. The rationale for regional hepatic arterial infusion is that CRLMs are perfused by the hepatic artery. Utilized chemotherapy agent (5-fluorouridine) is extracted by the liver during first pass and thus achieving higher and more effective concentrations with no or less systemic toxicity.

HAI can be implemented in both neoadjuvant and adjuvant settings and in combination with systemic chemotherapy. Adjuvant intra-arterial chemotherapy in combination with systemic chemotherapy has been beneficial in prolonging time to recurrence and preventing hepatic recurrence after resection of CRLM. Results of studies reporting perioperative use of HAI are summarized in Table 1.

In a Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center study including 2,368 patients undergoing complete resection for CRLM, the median survival of patients who received HAI (n = 785 [653 adjuvant; 132 neoadjuvant]) was 67 months compared with 47 months for patients who did not receive HAI (n = 1,583).

Zampino et al reported a response rate of 92% with median survival of 50.8 months, in 49 patients undergoing HAI in the neoadjuvant setting, combined with systemic oxaliplatin and irinotecan.

Ammori et al evaluated 373 patients with unresectable CRLM treated with a combination of HAI and systemic chemotherapy, reporting 25% of conversion rate undergoing complete resection and/or ablation, with a median OS of 59 months and predicted 5-year survival of 47% compared with 16 months and 6%, respectively, for those who did not have surgery.

House et al made a comparison of adjuvant HAI-Flouxuridine (FUDR) in combination with systemic chemotherapy (oxaliplatin or irinotecan) versus systemic chemotherapy alone. This study revealed that for the adjuvant HAI + systemic chemotherapy, the 5-year liver RFS, RFS, and OS were 75, 48, and 79%, respectively, compared with 55, 25, and 55%, respectively, in the adjuvant systemic chemotherapy alone group.

Figs. 7 to 9 demonstrate radiologic tumor response to liver resection and hepatic artery chemoinfusion using FUDR.

### Table 1 Summary of studies reporting perioperative HAI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>HAI modality</th>
<th>Median overall survival</th>
<th>Hepatic recurrence-free survival</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zampino et al</td>
<td>Neoadjuvant HAI + systemic Ox and Iri</td>
<td>39.8 mo</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammori et al</td>
<td>Neoadjuvant HAI + bevacizumab</td>
<td>59 mo</td>
<td>47% at 5 y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Groot Koerkamp et al | Neoadjuvant HAI + Adjuvant HAI                    | 46 mo  
71 mo | 39% At 5 y |
| House et al    | Adjuvant HAI-FUDR + systemic Ox and Iri               | Ox 32 mo Iri 34 mo      | 69% 70% At 5 y                   |
| Ducreux et al  | HAI + systemic FU                                     | 27 mo                   | 55% at 2 y                       |
| Alberts et al  | Adjuvant HAI-FUDR + systemic Ox and capcitabine       | 32.7 mo                 | 75.5% at 2 y                     |
| Kemeny et al   | HAI-FUDR + systemic FU                                 | 63.7 mo                 | 90% at 2 y                       |

Abbreviations: FUDR, 5-fluorouridine; HAI, hepatic artery chemotherapy infusion; Iri, irinotecan; N/A, not available; Ox, oxaliplatin.

### Hepatectomy in the Setting of Extrahepatic Disease

EHD is associated with poor survival, and surgical treatment should only be considered in patients with oligo-focal EHD disease and optimal response to systemic therapy.

In a literature review by Quan et al, outcomes in patients who had liver and lung metastases, liver and portal node metastases, and liver and other extrahepatic diseases were reported in 14, 10, and 14 studies, respectively. Timing of resection of liver and pulmonary metastases varied in the studies and included simultaneous hepatectomy and pulmonary metastatectomy, hepatectomy followed by pulmonary metastatectomy, and pulmonary metastatectomy followed by hepatectomy. In this review, it was concluded that select patients with pulmonary and CRLM may benefit from resection, with an estimated 5-year survival of 49% for patients with lung metastases appearing after liver metastases.
Elias et al reviewed 127 patients with radiographically or intraoperatively detected EHD, which represented 8.5% of 1,359 patients who underwent hepatic resections for CRLM. Patients with EHD had worse 5-year survival (26%) than those without EHD (49%). Also, survival was better for patients with lung, ovarian, and limited peritoneal diseases, and worse for patients with lymph node involvement.

In a study by Pulitano et al, out of 1,629 patients undergoing resection for CRLM, 171 had EHD treated with resection. Median OS for these patients was 39 months, with a stratification as follows: lung (46 months), peritoneum (32 months), hepatic pedicle lymph nodes (29 months), and aortocaval lymph nodes (13 months), concluding that the location of EHD seemed to be associated with prognosis. Based on the study’s findings, the authors concluded that patients with small number of liver metastasis and single-site EHD (specially lung) should be given consideration for surgery.

Liver Transplantation for Unresectable CRLM

Liver transplantation for unresectable CRLM was first attempted during the 1980s and early 1990s; however, outcomes were poor and this indication was considered a contraindication. Retrospectively, patient selection was suboptimal and significant morbidity and mortality related not to malignancy but to perioperative complications. In a recent study from the University of Norway, 21 patients undergoing LT for unresectable CRLM exhibited approximately 60% 5-year posttransplant survival compared with historic 10% 5-year survival in patients with unresectable liver disease.

Factors that predicted better survival were pre-LT CEA level < 80 µg/L, maximum tumor diameter < 5.5 cm, LT at

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inclusion</th>
<th>Exclusion</th>
<th>Favorable predictive factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resection of primary tumor</td>
<td>Weight loss &gt;10%</td>
<td>Diameter of the largest CRLM &lt; 5 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECOG 1 OR 0</td>
<td>Other malignancies</td>
<td>Interval &gt; 2 y between colorectal and transplant operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum of 6 wk of chemotherapy</td>
<td>Standard contraindications for LT</td>
<td>Pre-LT carcinoembriogenic antigen level &lt; 80 ng/mL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No extrahepatic disease</td>
<td>BRAF mutation</td>
<td>Responsive or stable disease to chemotherapy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: CRLM, colorectal cancer liver metastasis; ECOG, Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group; LT, liver transplantation.
least 2 years after resection of primary tumor, stable disease, and partial response to neoadjuvant chemotherapy.\textsuperscript{35} In regard to recurrent patterns, those patients who exhibited single-site recurrence in the lung and amenable to resection had better survival than patients with liver recurrence that tended to be large and nonamenable to resection\textsuperscript{8} (see Table 2).

Liver transplantation can become an accepted indication for unresectable CRLM in the near future. Improved patient selection and better understanding of tumor biology along with development of effective systemic therapies will play a pivotal role when considering this option.

**Summary**

CRC continues to be a prevalent and deadly disease with approximately 50\% of patients developing metastases, most of which affect the liver. Management of CRLM has evolved over time allowing increased survival. Advanced surgical techniques remain the mainstay of therapy and that along with improved postoperative care and evolution of systemic therapies will likely continue expanding life span of affected patients.
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